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Limited Branching in Minnesota:
Its Impact on Banking Consumers
Stanley L. Graham, Economist
Research Department
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis

In 1977 Minnesota policymakers enacted a limited
branch banking law, thus ending a half-century ban on
branch banking in the state — but not the debate about
how branching would affect consumers of banking services. Opponents of branching had long argued that any
relaxation of the no-branching law would reduce competition in Minnesota's banking industry and therefore
increase the cost and reduce the supply of financial
services to bank customers. But proponents of branching had argued that there wasn't much evidence to
support that assertion and that the branching ban was
itself stopping some Minnesota consumers from getting
the banking services they wanted by preventing bank
offices from opening in their areas.
This study analyzes developments in Minnesota's
banking industry since the passage of the branching
law in 1977 to see whether or not the new law has benefited consumers. In particular, we examine the changes
in the number and placement of banking offices in
Minnesota and the changes in the prices and supplies
of banking services. We conclude that allowing Minnesota banks some freedom to branch has so far probably
benefited consumers: it has given them many more
places to bank, and it does not appear to have adversely
affected the prices and availability of their banking
services.

tation of the federal banking law, the 1864 National
Bank Act. Before 1922 regulators had interpreted that
law as prohibiting national banks from branching anywhere. In 1922, however, they reinterpreted the law as
allowing national banks to branch within their city
limits in states which did not prohibit branching. Since
Minnesota state law had never addressed the branching
question, large national banks in Minneapolis began to
branch. Minnesota policymakers quickly enacted an
explicit no-branching law. 1
Despite this law, a form of multioffice banking very
similar to branching was allowed in Minnesota several
years later during the national banking crisis. Over 20
percent of all U.S. commercial banks and one-third of
Minnesota's banks went out of business in the decade
between 1920 and 1930. Policymakers across the nation recognized that many banking offices might be
saved if weak banks could be acquired and operated by
strong banks. Some states that had banned branching
therefore eased their restrictions so that banks could
merge. Minnesota chose to maintain its explicit ban on
branching but to let banks pool their equity in multibank holding companies. Since these companies generally consisted of a network of affiliated banks, much
like branches, this decision can be viewed as a loosening of the branching ban.
Before long, however, the decision was effectively
repealed, at least for large banking firms. Two multibank holding companies, Northwest Bancorporation
and First Bank System, had formed in Minnesota in

Why Minnesota Banned Branching
Minnesota policymakers prohibited branch banking in
the state for about 50 years, and this prohibition seems
to have been aimed mostly at large banking firms.
The first explicit state action against branching occurred in 1923 and was clearly directed at large national banks. It came in response to a 1922 reinterpre-

T o r a historical account of the branching issue, see Fischer and Golembe
1976.
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was cited as reason to worry about noncompetitive behavior if branching were allowed in Minnesota. 5

the late 1920s and by 1934 had between them acquired
75 banks. Their rapid growth ended when the banking
crisis did. While small multibank holding companies
were still allowed to acquire banks, both state and
federal regulators became far less willing to permit
bank acquisitions by the two large companies. 2 Between
1935 and 1980, these two firms acquired only 25 more
banks, one-third the number they had previously acquired.
This obvious concern with expansion by large banks
was at the heart of the argument against branch banking, which kept it banned for so long in Minnesota.
Permitting branching, opponents argued, would inevitably let large banks get larger. From experience,
they said, we know that branching increases the concentration of banking services, that is, the share of the
banking market held by the largest firms. As evidence
they generally pointed out that the share of a state's
total bank deposits held by the state's largest firms was
higher where branching was allowed. 3
That branching would increase concentration in the
banking industry was important to opponents of branch
banking because they believed the degree of concentration determined the degree of competition in this industry. Their belief was based on the general economic
theory that, when entry to an industry is restricted, a
high degree of concentration can result in noncompetitive behavior by the largest firms in the industry: those
large firms would not have to compete and so would be
able to charge consumers higher prices and offer them
fewer services than a competitive industry would. 4 Opponents* of branch banking noted that entry to the banking industry is restricted by government regulation and
so concluded that if branching increased concentration
enough, it could well lead to noncompetitive effects.
Although economic theory predicts that high concentration will lead to reduced competition, it does not
predict how high concentration has to be for noncompetitive effects to result in any industry. Opponents
of branching in Minnesota, however, have apparently
considered the degree of concentration in the state's
banking industry as already at or past the critical point.
Certainly whenever branching was debated—from
1934, when the two largest multibank holding companies held about two-thirds of the state's bank deposits,
to the 1970s, when their share had dropped to about
one-half—the current degree as measured by this ratio

Arguments for Lifting the Branching Ban
Branch banking did not go undefended in Minnesota
over the years it was banned, and by the 1970s, several
strong counterarguments to the assertion that it would
hurt consumers by allowing noncompetitive behavior
had developed.
One counterargument was that concentration in
Minnesota's banking industry was simply not as high
as opponents of branching thought. This was based on
both an evaluation of the measure opponents used and
an examination of an empirical study of Minnesota's
banking industry.
The measure of concentration which opponents of
branching usually cited as "high" in Minnesota, proponents argued, was too narrow to truly reflect the
degree of concentration there. 6 That measure, the statewide bank deposit ratio, assumes that just one service,
bank deposits, is an adequate proxy for all banking
services, that the state is an appropriate geographic
market area for all services, and that banks are the only
competitors in the market. Proponents questioned all
of these assumptions. Banks, they said, offer consumers
many different services, and the market for each is
likely to be a different geographic size — for some a
city, for some a county or the state, and for others the
region or even the nation. Perhaps most important,
banks are obviously not the only firms competing to
offer consumers many "banking" services. Other finan2
Until 1956, multibank holding company acquisitions could be regulated
by the state alone. With the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, Congress
shifted this authority to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
and for the most part, the Fed has carried on Minnesota's reluctance to permit
acquisitions by the state's two largest companies. There is no evidence to
suggest that since 1956 Minnesota policymakers have become more willing to
permit such acquisitions, either. In fact, evidence suggests just the opposite. In
1973, Minnesota opposed the acquisition by Northwest Bancorporation of the
Northwestern State Bank of Stillwater (an acquisition that the Fed finally
approved).
3
See, for example, Savage and Solomon 1980.

"For academic support, see Cournot 1963 and Saving 1970.
branching opponents were also concerned that branches of large urban
banks would shift funds out of rural areas to meet the needs of their traditionally
corporate customers, thereby contributing to the economic decline of rural
areas. Empirical evidence, however, has not supported this argument. For an
analysis and evidence on. this and other arguments against branching, see
Graham and Rolnick 1980.
6
See Wallich and Varvel 1980 and the article by John H. Kareken in this
Quarterly Review.
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